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professional farmer: cattle and crops takes you out into the countryside and impresses with its depth and
attention to detail! experience how exciting being a farmer can be. work your fields with original machines or
coordinate these tasks with your workers. bringing in the harvest, caring for animals, and getting the cycle of
food production going are hard, but also satisfying tasks of a farmer. follow your vocation as a farmer with all

the challenging and beautiful aspects modern farming has to offer: detailed machinery; authentic sowing;
fertilizing and harvetsting; livestock management; and realistic weather and nature conditions. professional

farmer: cattle and crops takes you out into the countryside and impresses with its depth and attention to detail!
experience how exciting being a farmer can be. work your fields with original machines or coordinate these
tasks with your workers. bringing in the harvest, caring for animals, and getting the cycle of food production
going are hard, but also satisfying tasks of a farmer. follow your vocation as a farmer with all the challenging

and beautiful aspects modern farming has to offer: detailed machinery; authentic sowing; fertilizing and
harvetsting; livestock management; and realistic weather and nature conditions. cattle and crops is the realistic
farming simulator developed by the new publisher of the farm simulator series. the game allows you to develop

a farm from scratch by beginning with an empty field. you can add fields, barns, fields, fences, livestock,
machinery, and much more. the game also offers you over 30 levels of simulation and environments that

require an advanced skill set to operate the game. the game also features a virtual money system that you can
use to buy property and items, such as tractors, harvesters, grain silos, tractors, combines, and other

equipment.
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purchase and utilize the
most advanced equipment
to develop your farm. with

the support of optional
software, you can also

control the entire farm from
a single window. cattle and
crops is the only farming
simulator game with the

functionality of a
sophisticated farm

management system that
allows you to see the entire
farm at a glance. the farm
management functionality

of this game includes
inventory management,
production management,
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and financial management.
cattle and crops is a game

that allows you to
completely develop a

modern farm from scratch.
the game allows you to

acquire new equipment and
expand your farm. in this
game, you can choose to

spend your time developing
the farm in a realistic and

diverse manner, or, by
creating your own farm,

you can enjoy farming in a
new way. you can choose
to collect the animals that

you need from your farm or
buy them from others.
then, you can raise the

animals for meat or eggs.
you can also raise the
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animals for milk. at the
same time, you can

increase the number of
cattle in your farm to grow
more eggs and milk. there

are over 30 levels to try out
as you try to become a

professional farmer. the tax
treatment of farmland is

different than that of other
real property. to qualify as
farmland, the land must be

used primarily for
agricultural purposes. a

portion of the land must be
planted to crops (also

called cultivated land) and
another portion must be

pasture land or grassland.
normally, crops that are

planted in rows or in a field
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are used for farming
purposes. sale or exchange

of crops. if you sell the
crops on the land, the sale
or exchange must be of a

limited interest (that is, not
a fee simple interest). also,
the sale or exchange must
be of all of the crops (all
land must be used for

crops) and the purchase
price must be paid in cash

and other property that can
be used for farming

purposes. in a sale or
exchange, you cannot

retain any right or option to
reacquire the land.
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